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ON THE CUTTING EDGE

The Epicenter of Technology
Being centrally headquartered at NeoCity’s intuitive community
of innovation in Osceola County, BRIDG is poised to become the
epicenter for next-generation integrated sensor devices. With roots
deeply embedded in the region and state, its location offers vital
access to major transportation hubs from the Orlando International
Airport and Port Canaveral to Florida’s Turnpike System, strategically
providing connection throughout the entire state.
By building upon technology capabilities, processes, and background/
foreground intellectual property, BRIDG accelerates technology
commercialization across multiple fields.

Connecting Innovation and Industry

CUTTING
EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
Transforming Human Interaction
Driven by the “Internet of Things,” advanced microelectronics are
transforming human interaction with the world. From cars and
homes to medical and personal fitness equipment, the growing
demand for integrated devices requiring advanced technology
is rapidly multiplying, powering a new era known as the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. As this trend grows, new cutting-edge
manufacturing processes are necessary to keep up with the pace
of the microelectronics-driven economy.

— Chester Kennedy
CEO at BRIDG

BRIDG: Positioning Florida for Manufacturing
Dominance
Central Florida is positioned to be a global leader in advancing
the most disruptive technology bubble since the invention of the
transistor and become a dominant icon in the era of sensors. This
is where BRIDG comes into play as one of Central Florida’s most
formidable companies focusing on this field.

“By leveraging unique capabilities and holistic solutions, BRIDG
accelerates technology commercialization through quantitative
and qualitative measures, advanced manufacturing processes,
materials and equipment to foster innovation and satisfy gaps
across multiple fields,” said Chester Kennedy, CEO at BRIDG.

A visionary partnership at its core, BRIDG is committed to serving
as a catalyst for advancing technology innovation with a mission of
economic transformation regionally and nationwide.
Supported by Osceola County, the University of Central Florida, the
Florida High Tech Corridor Council, and others, BRIDG facilitates
the connection between academia and industry by serving as the
conduit connecting academic and theoretical to practical and
business. Working with its partners, BRIDG is energizing the region
and creating an ecosystem with an established cluster of high tech
companies intensely focused on the future and industry solutions
for next-generation nanoscale production. BRIDG’s diverse partners
include imec, Siemens, Massey Services, and Harris Corporation
among others to collectively serve as a global magnet for innovation
and catalyst for economic growth.
“BRIDG is an important catalyst to boosting our state’s economic
landscape and strength in technology innovation,” said Dr. Bob
Porter, executive director of economic development and strategic
initiatives for Osceola County. “BRIDG provides industry with broad
business development initiatives which are focused on revenue
generation, long-term sustainability, and cost-effective access to
new technologies.”

As a not-for-profit, public-private partnership, BRIDG offers a
unique combination of tools, talent, and technology that industry,
academia, and individuals from around the world can leverage
to transform next-generation concepts for advanced sensors,
imagers, photonic devices, and nanoscale electronic systems
into prototypes for production.
Designed as one of the most versatile state-of-the-art 200mm
microelectronics fabrication and R&D facilities, BRIDG has nearly
60,000 square feet of laboratory/manufacturing space within a
109,000-square-foot facility that includes two cleanrooms: one
operating at Class 100 and one at Class 10,000. BRIDG provides
the physical infrastructure and collaborative processes needed
for prototyping, testing, and low-volume, high-mix production.
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By leveraging unique capabilities and holistic solutions,
BRIDG accelerates technology commercialization
through quantitative and qualitative measures, advanced
manufacturing processes, materials and equipment to
foster innovation and satisfy gaps across multiple fields.

BRIDG is an important catalyst to boosting our state’s
economic landscape and strength in technology
innovation.
— Dr. Bob Porter
Executive director of economic development and
strategic initiatives for Osceola County

BRIDG continues to develop and acquire advanced technology tools
and platforms with the economy of scale needed for cost-effective
manufacturing. With many of the core tools installed and qualified,
BRIDG recently achieved critical milestones with the successful
processing of its first patterned wafer in May 2018 and the processing
of its first few lots of wafers this summer. The BRIDG team is now
in the midst of developing processes and new integration schemes
for device wafers being transformed from a university lab into the
manufacturing environment.
As BRIDG emerges as the epicenter for nanotechnology, photonics
and smart sensor innovation, the increased access to technological
markets, workforce development opportunities and high-quality jobs
will be undeniable.
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NEOCITY

NEOCITY:
IDEATE,
CREATE,
INNOVATE
WITHOUT
LIMITS

NeoCity is generating
incredible momentum,
positioning Central Florida
as an innovation epicenter
in smart sensors, photonics,
and optics.
SPACE COAST

— Don Fisher,
Osceola County Manager
OSCEOLA
COUNTY

Osceola County:

18th
fastest-growing county
in the U.S.

Population:

325,300
expected to double by
2040

Long-term
economic impact:
$25.3 billion
to
$28.5 billion
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Located less than 20 minutes from the Orlando International Airport and
within a mile of the Florida Turnpike is NeoCity – a 500-acre masterplanned intuitive community of innovation in Osceola County, one of the
fastest-growing counties in the nation.
Considered among the most forward-thinking, daring, and visionary
moves Central Florida has seen since the development of Lake Nona,
NeoCity provides a progressive ecosystem beyond the traditional
research or science park environment by connecting people with the
community and surrounding natural landscape through its walkable and
urban framework. With a name that signals a new horizon for the region’s
high-tech economy, NeoCity is strategically positioned to capitalize on
the collaboration between high-tech industries and universities while
leveraging the strength of the Orlando region as Florida’s focal point for
technology development.
“NeoCity is generating incredible momentum, positioning Central Florida
as an innovation epicenter in smart sensors, photonics, and optics,” said
Don Fisher, Osceola County Manager. “We expect this development to
be a gamechanger for these industries and high-wage job creation in
Osceola County.”
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NEOCITY

MASTER PLAN

Center for Neovation and Cornerstone of the
High-Tech Community
As the “Center for Neovation” and envisioned cornerstone of the
high-tech community, NeoCity is transforming Osceola County
and Florida’s economy, providing a diversified and competitive
advantage on a global scale.
Just two years ago, NeoCity was an open field. Today, it is home
to BRIDG, a highly versatile 200mm microelectronics fabrication
and R&D facility focused on microelectronics innovation. As a notfor-profit organization for advanced sensors, semiconductors,
photonics, and other advanced nanoscale systems, BRIDG
manages a 109,000-square-foot facility with nearly 60,000
square feet of laboratory/manufacturing space that includes two
cleanrooms: one operating at Class 100 standards and the other
at Class 10,000. BRIDG provides the necessary infrastructure for
advanced manufacturing development to bridge the gap between
advanced research at universities or industry innovators and costcompetitive manufacturing of new products tied to connected
devices and the “Internet of Things.”
In addition to this, there are several new efforts which are
underway in the area, namely the construction of a new Class A
office building, which is almost at capacity in tenant reservation,
road and signage construction and several industry partner
projects which are in formation.
“We are thankful to Osceola County, the University of Central
Florida, and the Florida High Tech Corridor Council for their
visionary leadership and invaluable support,” said Chester
Kennedy, CEO at BRIDG. “Osceola County is becoming a hub
for high-tech jobs and innovation, and it is amazing to witness
this growth every day.”
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NeoCity is also home to the imec USA Nanoelectronics Design
Center, NeoCity Academy’s trailblazing STEM-based magnet high
school, and others to come. Additionally, woven into the tapestry
of NeoCity’s impact is the University of Central Florida’s strong
commitment to partnership and innovation shown through its
support of BRIDG and NeoCity partners. With significant partners
and a thriving culture for innovation, NeoCity is building a worldclass infrastructure and crafting a life-changing roadmap to attract
more industry and academic partners and create more high-quality
job opportunities for a better future.
“With our local and global partners, we will create new solutions
and economies of scale to transform the smart sensor industry,
while diversifying the economy to lift our community,” said Dr. Dale
Whittaker, president of UCF. “That’s what happens when you bring
together the best minds from the research labs and manufacturing
centers with future-focused government leaders.”
Intensely focused on the future, these partners collectively serve
as a global magnet for innovation and catalyst for economic
growth. NeoCity is currently responding to interest from a variety
of companies in industries that are focused on this technological
and innovation-focused ecosystem. To request more information,
contact info@neocityfl.com.
“This world-class infrastructure continues to create new avenues
for financial success, charting a course toward a better future
with a long-term economic output of $25.3 billion to $28.5
billion,” said Christina Morris, economic development manager
for Osceola County.
“NeoCity is a testament to the accomplishment of partners
aligning for the greater good of a region and visionaries leading
the way,” said Ed Schons, president of the Florida High Tech
Corridor Council.
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THE
TECHNOLOGY
Technology: Continuously Moving
Forward to Meet Milestones
A growing array of technology tools fills the BRIDG
wafer-fabrication foundry, propelling the publicprivate partnership to be increasingly useful to hightech industries by manufacturing semiconductor
solutions that enable advanced high-density and
secure integration of multi-chip systems, nextgeneration cryptography, smart sensors and
platforms that enable sensors for the “Internet of
Things.” Since conception, BRIDG has successfully
completed installation of a core set of 200mm
wafer-processing tools to enable researchers and
electronics product companies to research and
produce high-performance systems, sensors,
security devices, 2.5D/3D packaging, and advancedsystem miniaturization that allow BRIDG to offer
industry solutions for next-generation nanoscale
production. And in July 2018, BRIDG reached a
X | BRIDG

major milestone as it successfully started processing
its first lot of functional wafers for a resistive randomaccess-memory (ReRAM) technology, which enables
next generation cybersecurity cryptographic
solutions.
While individual tools in the BRIDG foundry enable
individual wafer “process steps” to be performed on a
wafer, the real value of a foundry like BRIDG is when
multiple process steps are sequentially performed
on a wafer to create a complex arrangement of
specialized materials for an intended specific
function. These function-specific collections of
“steps” are generally called a “process flow” or
“process technology.” Some examples of process
technologies in the semiconductor industry today
include several varieties of complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS), static random access
memory (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), micro
electro-mechanical system (MEMS), and many more.

BRIDG has identified its initial process technologies to be:

•

Advanced System Integration—this includes heterogeneous
2.5D and 3D chip integration using techniques for systemin-package, wafer-level fanout, and die-level stacking.

•

Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM)—this enables a
very unique Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) capability,
which is positioned to be a key root-of-trust for nextgeneration systems by enabling more robust cryptography
and chip-level “fingerprinting.”

•

Epitaxial III-V Wafer Growth—this is the production of wafers
with special crystalline materials “grown” on top. These
materials are from the III and V groupings on the periodic
table of elements such as gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium
phosphide (InP) and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), and
are useful for creating functions like lasers, photocouplers,
radio-frequency devices and many types of sensors and
other devices.

These process technologies are usually performed on silicon
wafers to create chips designed to transfer and guide electrical
currents to perform desired functions such as sensing, processing,
transmitting or storing information. The fundamentals of

manufacturing chips boil down to specialized semiconductor
tools that perform the process steps of either adding or subtracting
nanoscale-thin layers of specialized materials on an ultra-flat
200mm-diameter wafer of silicon. Wafers are processed with
multiple layers of various materials that are applied in very specific
shapes, then the wafers are cut or diced into small chips that can
be integrated into a system or product.
BRIDG’s arsenal of semiconductor processing tools includes
tools for photolithography, etching, doping, cleaning, and dicing.
These numerous and diverse tools for chip production are the
production backbone of the semiconductor industry.
The complicated work requires not only state-of-the-art
manufacturing tools but a facility with the necessary computer
systems, gas and electric lines, hazardous materials systems,
high-quality water, air-purification systems, and anti-vibration
technology to protect against contamination or defects that could
flaw the production process of such nanoscale hardware features.
“We operate a world-class wafer fabrication facility, and it is
imperative to maintain a wide assortment of semiconductor
processing tools with the proper facilities infrastructure to support
multiple process technologies,” said Chester Kennedy, CEO of
BRIDG. “The pace of activity at BRIDG continues to accelerate.”
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Advanced System Integration Platform
BRIDG’s bread-and-butter capabilities are centered
around its advanced system integration platform,
which enables the high-performance integration of
multi-chip systems. For example, using ultra-highdensity interposer techniques, BRIDG is able to build
and assemble electrical signal paths between multi-chip
systems using micro-contact arrays at a pitch (or spacing)
of 10 microns or less. BRIDG’s current photolithography
capabilities allow it to build chip features as small as 0.5
micron, which enables ultra-dense metal interconnect
(or “wires”) between chips with (or using) interposers
and redistribution-layers of metal wiring. BRIDG also
plans to acquire an additional photolithography tool
with capabilities down to 0.05 micron, or 50 nanometers
(50nm). For comparison’s sake, note that the average
width of human hair is 50 microns. BRIDG also holds
the distinction of being the only open-access 200mm
facility in the United States with the ability to implement
copper and gold metals for electrical signal interconnect.
Most other 200mm foundries use aluminum, which is
generally inferior for electrical signal performance.
As the Advanced System Integration platform evolves,
BRIDG will be providing capabilities to support the
heterogeneous device integration schemes illustrated
in Figure 1. These capabilities will address the complex
and diverse needs required for system integration. As
transistor technology is approaching the limit of Moore’s
law, further integration schemes are needed to meet
the technological demands. The demands cannot be
met using a standalone or single process like flip chip.
Competency in multiple processes needs to be developed
that can be applied in a holistic manner to ensure system
design and operational parameters are being met.

Micro-contacts
Eutectic bonding

ReRAM Process Technologies

BRIDG holds the distinction of being the only
open-access 200mm facility in the United States

While ReRAM is a hot topic among chip makers because of its ability
to offer memory capability at a lower cost in a smaller package
compared to other high-end computer memories, BRIDG’s initial
focus will be enabling its partners to have a different usage capability:
utilizing ReRAM technology to create arrays of Physically Unclonable
Functions (PUF), based on physical variations that naturally occur
during semiconductor manufacturing, making it possible to
uniquify or “fingerprint” otherwise identical chips. This ReRAM-PUF
technology serves as unique identities for semiconductor devices
enabling the basis for next-generation cryptography. PUFs may be
implemented in integrated circuits to protect computerized data
by generating a unique digital fingerprint or encryption
method. This technology is of particular interest to
the Department of Defense and cybersecurity systems companies.

with the ability to implement copper and gold
metals for electrical signal interconnect.

Long Term Integration Capabilities

Cu-pillar solder
bonding

Complex
Interposer
Copper Thru
Si Vias

Bond pads
Redistribution layers

Wafer-to-wafer
bonding

Vias
Underfill

Among the first chip process technologies that BRIDG is concentrating
on is a Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) process, which is
currently in the process qualification phase. The ReRAM process will
enable the creation of an array of data memory bits (or cells) made of
programmable resistive elements instead of transistor-based memory
bits.

Ceramic/Silicon/Glass

Microelectromechanical Systems Technologies
BRIDG also has the wafer-level processing tools and capabilities to
enable the creation of silicon photonics and Microelectromechanical
Systems (MEMS) technologies extensively used in biotechnology,
medical, and communications fields. MEMS technologies can enable
the creation of microsensors capable of generating, manipulating
and detecting light for use in high-performance computing and
sensing. Other abilities include designing and fabricating devices
that determine temperature, pressure, chemistry, motion (with
accelerometers and gyroscopes), position, and the presence of
magnetic fields, radiation, and other energy forms.

Substrate
engineering

PCB

Figure 1: Heterogeneous device integration capabilities
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THE TECHNOLOGY

Change

is on the horizon.

III-V and GaN Technologies
BRIDG enables open innovation platforms using advanced materials and
device development lines, which can accelerate the commercialization
of new sensors and other technologies. BRIDG’s technology initiatives
in III-V deposition tools and other materials pave the way for sensors,
photonics, optics, and advanced integrated devices to support diverse
industries, including biomedical, agricultural, environmental and RF
communications. BRIDG will initially offer epitaxial growth of III-V
materials such as GaAs and InP on 150mm and smaller wafers. Over time,
BRIDG will also offer lithographic device processing capabilities on these
smaller wafers. BRIDG also has a goal of providing GaN epitaxial growth
and device processing on 200mm wafers, which would make BRIDG
one of very few places in the world with open GaN foundry capabilities
of growth and processing under one roof.

Insiders know what is happening in the Florida High Tech Corridor and they are excited – excited for

Leading-Edge Technology Development
BRIDG plans to acquire additional tools in the next three to five years,
ensuring it to be more advantageous and attractive for manufacturers
from health, aerospace, defense and other industries. While most of the
core tools are now installed and qualified for use, additional tools are
planned for future technology platform growth. Expansion capabilities
for BRIDG were planned from inception to be significant and flexible.
“The key to maximizing BRIDG’s value is to continue adding wafer
processing tools that support leading-edge technology development,”
said Kennedy. “Each high-value tool, when installed and characterized,
opens up new market potential from industry and enables additional
research options, all while attracting companies to witness an enduring
presence at NeoCity. These fully operational tools are the key to unlocking
the economic transformation of the region.”
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emerging new industries, recognition from around the world, a friendly business climate and more. It’s easy
to catch the feeling when partners from around the region are working together toward a better tomorrow.

The Corridor is an agent for change.

A regional economic development initiative of:

To learn more and see how you fit into a changing landscape, visit FloridaHighTech.com.

ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
Historically, academic research in university labs develops as ideas in a silo, often testing
the bounds of theory and technology with little concern as to how each will ultimately
transpire in practical applications. Conversely, industry implements a different approach:
Businesses that leverage technology must advance that technology to develop and
deliver products and services while remaining profitable. The gap between each of these
approaches is the subject matter expertise of BRIDG. The public-private partnership
becomes the conduit connecting academic theory with business practicality.

By leveraging a growing
list of industry partners and
the existing strengths of
academic partners, BRIDG
strengthens Florida as a
global leader of innovation.
— Gloria LeQuang
Director of marketing and
community relations for BRIDG

Forging Collaborative Relationships
Poised to fuel the next disruptive market explosion, STEM-based (science, technology,
engineering and math) education is quickly evolving to keep up with the exponential
growth and evolution of technology. As Florida’s educational system offers the
population with experience and relevant skills focused on STEM, BRIDG has become
recognized as a significant high-tech anchor uniting higher education interests around
common goals and providing reasons for academic cooperation.
Florida is home to an exceptional quality of research universities that consistently
earn high marks for world-class programs in engineering, optics and photonics,
biotechnology and more. BRIDG is strategically positioned to forge collaborative
relationships with top-ranked educational systems throughout the state and across
the country as it offers numerous opportunities to share equipment and conduct
needed research to profitably power the next-generation sensor-based economy.
BRIDG has formed powerful alliances with world-class institutions and universities
beginning with the University of Central Florida and including others such as the
University of Florida, University of South Florida, Florida International University, Florida
Atlantic University, Florida Institute of Technology, Florida Polytechnic University,
SUNY Polytechnic Institute, Arizona State University and Northern Arizona University.
“By leveraging a growing list of industry partners and the existing strengths of academic
partners, BRIDG strengthens Florida as a global leader of innovation,” said Gloria
LeQuang, director of marketing and community relations for BRIDG.

UCF: Leading the Charge
As a not-for-profit organization, BRIDG is enabled through the support of founding
visionary stakeholders and partners. At the core of that support is the University of
Central Florida (UCF), one of the largest universities in the United States with more than
67,000 students and over 215 degree programs at 13 colleges.

A GLOBAL
LEADER OF
INNOVATION
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Recently named one of the nation’s most innovative colleges for the second year in a
row by U.S. News & World Report, UCF provides an environment full of groundbreaking
research and opportunities to grow, learn and succeed. UCF is an emerging preeminent
research university in Florida and promotes economic development in the region by
aiding in the transfer of technology and other discoveries between university and industry
to create next-generation ideas and products. It is one of the main pillars setting the
foundation for success at BRIDG and its infrastructure assets in NeoCity. Its foundational
support and collaboration with BRIDG further strengthen UCF’s commitment to research
and commercialization, leading the charge for innovation.
“UCF has embraced the power of place-based innovation clusters that offer impactful
new learning experiences for our students, and expanded research opportunities
for our faculty,” says Thad Seymour, UCF’s vice president of partnerships and chief
innovation officer.
By attracting the best educational institutions from across the nation, BRIDG provides
Central Florida and the state with a global competitive advantage in the development
of emerging technologies, leading to tomorrow’s innovations.
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THE WORKFORCE
Innovative High-Tech Industry & Talent Pipeline
Among the most efficient and effective economies in the nation,
Central Florida understands its business climate, workforce and success
trajectory. From pro-business tax structures and sound infrastructures
to skilled talent pools and a high quality of life, the region often ranks
among the most desirable locations in the world. Most recently, Forbes
magazine ranked the Orlando region at the top for manufacturing and
STEM job growth, and at No. 2 for high-wage job growth in the nation.
“Central Florida has longstanding and world-recognized strength in hightech industries including optics, photonics, simulation, aerospace, and
defense,” said Gloria LeQuang, director of marketing and community
relations for BRIDG. “It is definitely ‘the other half’ of the Orlando region
that many are starting to realize.”
Florida retains the third-largest workforce nationally, delivering more
opportunities, prospects, and experiences for those seeking employment,
to start a business, to expand a company or to relocate a corporation.
With more than one-third of the state’s total talent pool based in Central
Florida, the region’s high-tech industries have attracted, established
and sustained a skilled workforce since the days of the space race. As
the number of innovative companies continues to grow in step with
increased demand for high-tech talent, efforts to maintain a sustainable
pipeline of affordable, educated, highly skilled workers will be key.

Impact of BRIDG
Demonstrated in other technology and innovation clusters across the
United States, BRIDG presents Florida with opportunities to diversify its
economy and foster innovation on a global scale through its state-of-theart infrastructure and R&D capabilities for microelectronics fabrication.

THE
WORKFORCE
The Workforce: An Economic Transformation to the
Central Florida Region
While many people may think of Florida as “Vacation Central” with its
abundant sunshine, warm temperatures, and tourist attractions, technology
insiders know better. With a talent pipeline of more than 500,000 students
within a 100-mile radius, Central Florida is one of the nation’s fastestgrowing employment markets, ensuring an increasing labor pool well into
the future. The Orlando region welcomes about 1,000 new residents a
week and has one of the youngest median ages in the state at just below
37 years old. These residents are highly educated and diverse, contributing
to Florida’s long, unique and vibrant history as a diversified, high-tech hub
that continues to compete as a world leader in innovation.
XVIII | BRIDG

Florida ranks among
the top destinations
for small and large
businesses seeking to
take root and establish
long-term growth.

— Ed Schons
President of the Florida High Tech Corridor

Located at NeoCity – a 500-acre master-planned intuitive community
of innovation in Osceola County – BRIDG is a unique public-private
partnership that is at the heart of a technology-based economic
transformation currently taking place in Central Florida and positively
impacting the entire region and state. BRIDG was enabled by investments
from founding visionary partners – Osceola County, the University of
Central Florida, and the Florida High Tech Corridor Council and other
partners – in efforts to strengthen the nation’s innovative initiatives
and cutting-edge research advancements. Employment opportunities
generated directly and indirectly by BRIDG include high-wage, high-skill
jobs ranging from positions for employees with technical certificates up to
advanced degrees, offering substantial potential for multiple career paths.
“Florida ranks among the top destinations for small and large businesses
seeking to take root and establish long-term growth,” said Ed Schons,
president of the Florida High Tech Corridor. “BRIDG is breaking new
ground, capitalizing on the area’s strengths and growing our high-wage,
high-skill economy.”
As NeoCity develops its technology district into a hub for nanotechnology,
photonics and smart sensor innovation in Osceola County, increased
access to technological markets, enhanced workforce development
opportunities, and boosted high-pay industry jobs will continue to
become more prevalent.
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NEOCITY ACADEMY

NEOCITY ACADEMY:
A PROJECT-BASED,
INQUIRY-DRIVEN
LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
Inaugural class:

107
students
Female:

25%
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In August 2018, NeoCity Academy’s
inaugural ninth-grade class embarked
on a journey of differentiated learning,
connecting and mobilizing a diverse
group of students, teachers and
community members, ranking among
the robust frontrunners of learners in
the country.
As a STEM-based high school offering
rigorous and immersive learning, NeoCity
Academy provides unique, transformative
and powerful educational opportunities
for Osceola County students who yearn
for a better world and remain eager to
influence it.
“The magnet school transpired under the
theory that an institution where students
own learning is fundamentally more

impactful than one where they do not,”
said Dr. Debra P. Pace, superintendent of
the Osceola County School District.
NeoCity Academy actively engages
students with inquiry-driven, projectbased learning with the ultimate goal of
positively contributing to the world. The
guiding principles include forming ideas,
impacting knowledge, designing with a
purpose, and innovating without limits.

Forming Strong Partnerships
NeoCity Academy is a unique partnership
interconnecting the school district, the
University of Central Florida, and BRIDG.
“Professor participation from different
universities simultaneously provides

Renderings provided by LITTLE® Diversified Architecural Consulting

research and development opportunities
that become best practices in STEM
education,” Pace said. “NeoCity-based
companies are strongly encouraged to
support the high school through handson, experience-based activities.”
Through its partnership with UCF, students
will be allowed access to courses that are
beyond the limits of the K-12 curriculum.
The school also plans to host guest
instructors from UCF, BRIDG, and other
companies located at NeoCity or nearby
within the region. Additionally, students
have the option of Dual Enrollment
courses through the University of Central
Florida and the University of Florida. The
classes will be delivered virtually, which
means students can take their courses
right on campus using their device.

The Design Process Approach
Teachers practice differentiated learning to
meet the individual abilities and needs of
students, acknowledging areas of growth
and challenge.
Projects at NeoCity Academy differ from
traditional schools by focusing on a
backward design process rather than the
desired outcome. Teachers approach
content creation and problem-solving
strategies as designers and ask, “What
are key learnings that students should

take away from this class?” These projects
demonstrate the skills, knowledge,
and implementation deemed critical to
master the subject, leading to a higher
understanding of learning.
In addition to regular work, faculty
identify specific projects each quarter
and incorporate a standard rubric tailored
to the particular subject. As such, teachers
can identify areas of growth and challenge
per student to help shape individualized
instruction.

of student learning is through the projects,
not quizzes and tests.”
In addition to the trailblazing learning
environment at NeoCity Academy, the
School District of Osceola County recently
became the first school district in the world
to join the SEMI Foundation’s SEMI High
Tech U (HTU) Certified Partner Program,
a curriculum that prepares high school
students to pursue careers in STEM fields.

In traditional classrooms, students might
complete small projects, but the final
assessment of student progress is a test.
NeoCity Academy students learn in a
1:1 laptop environment and have the
responsibility, accountability, ownership
for topic inquiry, and ultimately the
presentation of research. Students work
in small groups to incorporate combined
knowledge into projects.

“We are delighted to partner with SDOC
in our common goal to motivate the
next generation of innovators,” said
Leslie Tugman, executive director of the
SEMI Foundation. “The School District of
Osceola County is well-positioned to put
college-bound high school students on a
track that speeds the time from graduation
to employment in high technology.
SDOC’s certification is a tremendous
benefit for students, the community and
employers in the fast-growing Central
Florida tech corridor.”

“At NeoCity Academy, classes become
a series of exercises ensuring student
accessibility to the tools needed to
complete the required work,” said Michael
Meechin, principal at NeoCity Academy.
“Purposeful projects generate stronger
student interest and involve multiple
steps and drafts. The primary assessment

Together, the School District of Osceola
County, the University of Central Florida,
NeoCity Academy, BRIDG, and other
industry partners provide an unmatched
educational experience through a STEMbased high school curriculum enabling
students to effectively and purposefully
become contributing 21st-century citizens.

1:1 Learning Environment
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KISSIMMEE
GATEWAY AIRPORT.
WE’RE CLOSE TO EVERYTHING.
When location and resources matter,
count on Kissimmee.

CONSIDER KISSIMMEE
GATEWAY AIRPORT

When location and resources matter, consider Kissimmee
Gateway Airport, one of the premier general aviation
airports in the U.S., located just four miles from NeoCity.
Kissimmee Airport is the airport of choice for thousands
of business and corporate jet operators traveling to the
Orlando area for events at the Orlando/Orange County
Convention Center, Lockheed Martin’s two Orlando
locations and to conduct business operations with our
world-famous attractions. Recent road and infrastructure
projects undertaken by the Airport and the City of
Kissimmee have resulted in two areas of “pad ready”
developable property.
• Aerovista is suited for light industrial and office
park development and features easy access to
water and electrical utilities, master drainage and
access from U.S. Highway 192 via Dyer Boulevard
and Thacker Avenue. Other suitable airport sites
for mixed use light industrial are accessed from
Hoagland Boulevard, which is currently being
upgraded to a four-lane urban road section. Sites in
this location range in size from three to fifteen acres.
• The Business Airpark features similar “pad ready”
sites for construction of aircraft hangars for small
and medium sized general aviation businesses.
Corresponding airport infrastructure includes two
runways, 6000 x 100 feet and 5,000 x 100 feet
(the largest aircraft we can accommodate are the
Boeing Business Jet 737 and Airbus A320 variants);
a precision approach (Category I ILS) to Runway 15;
and three full service Fixed Base Operators (FBOs).
Our Control Tower is open from 7 AM to 10 PM
daily. Several other hangar sites are also available,
as well as hangar facilities operated by our airport
businesses.

INNOVATIVE INCENTIVES
FOR RELOCATING BUSINESSES

www.KissimmeeAirport.com

Few small cities can match Kissimmee’s pro-business
attitude, especially when it comes to aviation. In early
2018 the city created the Aerospace Advancement

Initiative (AAI), to assist with growing aerospace high
value and high wage jobs, especially at or around the
Kissimmee Gateway Airport. An aerospace company
is defined as an entity whose work involves research,
design, manufacturing, operations or, maintenance of
aircraft or spacecraft. For more information on AAI and all
of our city’s economic development incentive, please see
www.KissimmeeAirport.org/economicdevelopment.

OUTSTANDING AVIATION
AND AEROSPACE EDUCATION

One of the unsung strengths of our airport is our cluster of
aviation career training schools on the airport. In addition
to our two major flight schools, we have an avionics
technician training program and an aircraft Airframe and
Powerplant school in full operation. In 2018 we welcomed
the inaugural class of 9th grade freshmen to the
Kissimmee Air Academy, an aviation focused charter high
school located on the airport. We are training the young
residents of our community to be the future workforce
for the aviation industry, right on our airport. Valencia
College, also located in Kissimmee, has engineering and
technology career programs, including a specialization in
lasers and photonics.

PROXIMITY TO TECHNOLOGY
AND INNOVATION HUBS

Given how close we are to NeoCity, the I-4 High Tech
Corridor and Florida’s Space Coast, Kissimmee Gateway
Airport is the ideal place to land your business in Central
Florida. When location and resources matter, count on
Kissimmee. For more information, please visit us at
www.kissimmeeairport.com

COMMERCIAL USES

A Community of Innovation

INDUSTRY-LED
COLLABORATIONS
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Sensors, photonics, semiconductor packaging/integration and similar technologies make
advanced manufacturing possible. The semiconductor packaging market is expected to
grow from $22B to $50B by the end of 2025. Due to its global, talent and infrastructure
access, Florida is positioned as the next-generation advanced semiconductor
technologies hub with an unstoppable global economy. BRIDG, a unique public-private
partnership between industry, academia, and government, continues to drive economic
transformation for the region, state and country while helping to bring manufacturing
back to the United States.

The ‘Internet of Things’
BRIDG operates a state-of-the-art advanced manufacturing facility centered on processes
for smart sensors, photonic technologies, and next-generation integrated devices. As such,
it impacts how the “Internet of Things” (IoT) applies to the manufacturing industry.
New advanced technologies are infiltrating cars, buildings, appliances, medical equipment
and personal fitness trackers. Sensors allow cars to drive automatically, enable homeowners
to adjust air conditioners, manage security systems from anywhere with an internet
connection, count footsteps and focus camera lenses around the ambient light.
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COMMERCIAL USES

Leveraging Partnerships
Offering industry solutions for next-generation nanoscale
production, BRIDG partners with companies and universities to
enable innovative breakthroughs for industry partners serving
government and commercial markets, providing an infrastructure
vital to test ideas and serve as the bridge to commercialization.
These partners include the University of Central Florida, Massey
Services, Siemens, Harris Corporation, Argonne National
Laboratories, imec, and Photon-X, among others.
Harvey L. Massey, chairman and CEO of Massey Services, the
fifth-largest pest prevention company in the United States, has
remained heavily involved with the evolution of BRIDG since its
inception. Massey’s visionary role and unwavering support have
been essential pieces to bringing BRIDG to fruition.
“I believe BRIDG ranks among the most successful technology
projects this community has ever seen,” said Massey. “The best-inclass research and development facility continues to drive forward
innovative products significantly impacting how a company
influences its customers’ daily lives.”
Massey Services will help develop and leverage cutting-edge
sensor technology at BRIDG’s microelectronics facility. To
commercialize the technology, Massey Services is collaborating
with BRIDG to seek technology validation solutions for product
integration development and prototype manufacturing.
Harris Corporation, based in Brevard County, designs and
produces some of the most advanced platforms and components
that end up in space. As the world leader in hosted payload
technology, Harris provides additional system capabilities to
satellites originally produced for a single purpose while fulfilling
the unique requirement that items designed for space travel
remain strong and powerful, yet light and small. Through its
long-term partnership with BRIDG, Harris seeks to enhance
the reduction of systems through advanced interconnections
that use traditional semiconductor manufacturing processes.
By developing the processes to provide millions of electrical
connections between integrated circuits, the impact to the
future of electrical interconnection will be at the heart of nextgeneration devices such as field-programmable gate arrays and
other things that drive computing ability.
Siemens PLM Software, a leading global provider of software
solutions to drive the digital transformation of industry, is
collaborating with BRIDG to develop technologies for the
semiconductor industry that create virtual models or “digital twins”
of semiconductor process equipment and devices produced.
Product simulations leveraging the most complete digital twin,
prior to actual manufacturing, can produce highly accurate results
able to predict real-world performance, to help companies improve
yields, increase facility efficiency, decrease manufacturing times,
and reduce costs. The work pioneered at BRIDG will accelerate
innovation in the manufacturing development of advanced
technologies and serve as a basis for the semiconductor industry.
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A TRUSTED PARTNER
The imec USA Nanoelectronics Design Center – imec’s first
design center in the United States – is co-located with BRIDG
at NeoCity. Belgium-based imec, the world-leading R&D and
innovation hub in nanoelectronics and digital technologies,
creates groundbreaking innovation in application domains such as
healthcare, smart cities and mobility, logistics and manufacturing,
and energy. Research and development at imec USA is focused
on advanced high-speed electronics, photonics, and specialized
imagining technologies. The BRIDG partnership with imec USA
brings significant THz imaging and Lidar system capabilities to
the United States. Capabilities in photonic system integration,
implementation and laser transfer printing onto silicon photonics
are planned.

Fostering a Spirit of Collaboration
As one of the most versatile microelectronic fabrication labs
in the world, BRIDG provides a bold platform for advanced
manufacturing development to “bridge the gap” between
advanced research at universities and product-led industry
innovators to become a community of innovation.
“We are transforming Osceola County and Florida’s economy
through the power of partnerships, giving us a competitive
advantage over advanced, nanoscale manufacturing centers from
across the globe,” said Chester Kennedy, CEO of BRIDG.

IMEC:
A TRUSTED R&D
PARTNER
A Record of Success

In 2016, Belgium-based imec partnered with BRIDG, the University
of Central Florida and Osceola County to establish its first U.S.-based
design center—imec USA Nanoelectronics Design Center.
Imec is the international leader in complex nanoelectronics research
that enables many consumer-recognized, high-value companies
to deliver industry-leading electronic products and solutions to
the market. Starting in 1984 with an initial group of 70 employees,
today imec counts around 4,000 brilliant minds as its workforce.
The center’s turnover grew from a few tens of millions to over half
a billion euros over the last 30 years — the bulk of which come from
direct collaborations with companies. Imec, in its turn, has evolved
from an emerging lab assisting companies to an acclaimed research
hub where the electronics community convenes to advance multiple
industry technology roadmaps.

The imec success model has been exported all over the
world. In 2005, imec together with TNO and with support
from the Dutch government established the Holst Centre at
the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. This
independent R&D center develops technologies for wireless
autonomous sensor technologies and flexible electronics in
an open innovation setting.
In 2008, imec established its first overseas development site in
Hsinchu, Taiwan with an R&D department focusing on system
development and product prototyping and manufacturing. To
better serve its partners, imec has regional partnership offices
in San Francisco (USA), Tokyo (Japan), Osaka (Japan), Shanghai
(China), and Bangalore (India). Imec extended its global
innovation footprint in July 2016 when it selected Florida as
the headquarters location for its official USA Design Center.
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A TRUSTED PARTNER
“Imec is extremely pleased to collaborate with partner organizations
in Florida and recognize Osceola County as an interesting location to
drive the next phase of growth and innovation,” said imec President
and CEO Luc Van den hove. “Together with industrial and academic
partners, we aim to develop sustainable solutions and technologies
to accelerate innovation and stimulate economic growth.”

Imec USA R&D Center Focus
Imec’s research is based on the vision of a better future for the
planet and its people. Activities at imec’s center focus on advanced
high-speed electronics, photonics, and specialized imaging
technologies. Imec has a proven history of revolutionizing these
technologies, and they have the potential to be disruptive in many
domains significant to the U.S. market.
Imec USA also facilitates collaboration between its Belgium
headquarters and U.S.-based semiconductor and system
companies, universities and research institutes, and can offer critical
services to companies that want to develop and manufacture
innovative electronics.
These activities also significantly enhance the BRIDG fabrication
operation by acting as a feeder to BRIDG’s manufacturing
development facility to align capabilities, produce prototypes, and
support low-volume production.

Drawing Attention and Talent to Central Florida
Over the next several years, imec and BRIDG anticipate hiring a
significant number of scientists, engineers, and administrative
personnel while attracting other high-tech companies that focus on
products and systems critical to U.S. markets including healthcare,
aerospace, security, and transportation.
The potential for new advancements in technology is limitless, and
this partnership is poised to shine the global high-tech spotlight on
Florida. By collaborating, innovating and working together, BRIDG
and imec aim to lift the community to transform the future.

imec, Belgium Headquarters
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PARTNERSHIPS

SIEMENS:
ESTABLISHING
DIGITAL TWIN
SOLUTIONS
BRIDG is in a unique position to advance innovation in the
semiconductor industry with its smart manufacturing wafer
fabrication facility dedicated to new product launch in the
‘internet of things.’
—Rob Rudder, Senior Vice President, Siemens PLM Software

As digital technology transforms and traverses diverse industries,
these capabilities facilitate the digitalization of semiconductor
manufacturing. At the start of 2018, Siemens partnered with BRIDG
to launch a milestone within the industry: the first Semiconductor
Digital Enterprise Solution. With an in-kind grant to drive the
development of digital twin technologies and generate a global
difference, the Siemens partnership with BRIDG also leverages
an existing 30-year relationship with the University of Central
Florida and further solidifies Siemens’ commitment to the Central
Florida region.
“The opportunity for BRIDG to team with Siemens and lead the
semiconductor industry in digital mapping of the device’s building
blocks associated with manufacturing advanced microelectronics
is tremendous,” said Chester Kennedy, the CEO of BRIDG.
“Partners resembling Siemens assist us in developing and
providing commercialization infrastructure, in conjunction with
capabilities for proof of concept, custom development, and pilot
production. This program lays the foundation for a semiconductor
design by establishing digital duplicates for model-based systems.”
Think of the digital twin as a virtual representation of the physical
device. Using the digital twin to predict performance and analyze
physical performance characteristics creates actionable insight
to optimize performance and enhance manufacturability.
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Product simulation with digital twins compresses new product
introduction cycles, reveals disparate legacy systems, eliminates
future process errors and improves fabrication outputs. The
combination of expertise establishes, molds and revolutionizes
digital twin technologies for the semiconductor industry by
providing Siemens’ product lifecycle management (PLM) software
portfolio to enable BRIDG’s research and development activities.
The initial deployment includes the Tecnomatix® portfolio for
plant simulation, Camstar™ Semiconductor Suite and Calibre™
Design and Manufacturing Solutions from Siemens’ recent
acquisition of Mentor Graphics. The digital enterprise solution
allows companies to streamline and digitize business processes,
seamlessly integrating suppliers into the mix to more easily
identify issues, improve manufacturing throughput, increase
product quality, and reduce overall costs across the lifecycle of
products from ideation to realization and utilization.
“BRIDG is in a unique position to advance innovation in the
semiconductor industry with its smart manufacturing wafer
fabrication facility dedicated to new product launch in the
‘internet of things,’” said Rob Rudder, senior vice president,
Siemens PLM Software. “Siemens is proud to partner with BRIDG
and provide its digital enterprise solution to help accelerate
innovation in the manufacturing development of advanced
technologies in smart sensors.”
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